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Is our “common sense” understanding of the world a reflection of the ruling class’s demands of the larger society? If we are to
challenge the capitalist structures that now threaten all life on the planet, Chomsky and Waterstone forcefully argue that we must
look closely at the everyday tools we use to interpret the world. Consequences of Capitalism make the deep, often unseen
connections between common sense and power. In making these linkages we see how the current hegemony keep social justice
movements divided and marginalized. More importantly, we see how we overcome these divisions.
An attractive new edition of two of Chomsky's most popular books on language - an ideal introduction to his pioneering work in
modern linguistics. In Part I, Language and Responsibility, the legend discusses his political, moral and linguistic thinking via a
series of interviews with French linguist Mitsou Ronat. In Part II, Reflections on Language, he explores the more general
implications of his linguistic theories and the controversies among social scientists over fundamental questions of language.
In the tradition of Joe Sacco's graphic journalism comes the first interview-based graphic novel treatment of Noam Chomsky's
political ideas and activism. An astonishing graphic novel that brings Chomsky's political analysis to bear on real people's stories
on the frontlines of America's struggle for economic justice and human dignity. The Instinct for Cooperation innovatively balances
those real-life stories of struggle with conversations the author has had with Chomsky on how best to understand them. Although
the themes are wide-ranging, this book is ultimately about the importance and need for spaces of resistance in countering state
and other institutional forms of violence. For example, when discussing the removal of books by police and sanitation workers from
Zuccotti Park in November of 2011, Chomsky paused to say "Arizona knows all about that," referring to the 2010 ban of Mexican
American Studies in Tucson schools under Arizona House Bill 2281, which deemed classes that taught "ethnic solidarity" to be
illegal. Rather than footnote the reference, Wilson tells that story. Like Joe Sacco's animated political journalism, this book offers a
unique perspective on current issues, while providing a major contribution to the understanding of Chomsky's political theories.
"Wolfgang B. Sperlich explores Chomsky's formative years and his main intellectual influences, and charts his strained relationship
with mainstream American academia. He also offers an informed overview of Chomsky's landmark linguistics contributions as an
introduction to his work, and he explains the latest developments in Chomskyan linguistics and how they influence research in
fields as varied as neuroscience, biology and evolution. Sperlich is equally attentive to Chomsky's political activism - from the
pacifist-anarchist lectures and writings of the 1950s and '60s to his recent book Hegemony or Survival: America's Quest for Global
Dominance, a chilling interpretation of an American foreign policy that is determined to achieve 'unilateral world domination
through absolute military superiority'. Sperlich's Noam Chomsky is the perfect introduction to one of the most profound thinkers of
our time."--BOOK JACKET.
The renowned philosopher and political theorist presents a summation of his influential work in this series of Columbia University
lectures. A pioneer in the fields of modern linguistics and cognitive science, Noam Chomsky is also one of the most avidly read
political theorist of our time. In this series of lectures, Chomsky presents more than half a century of philosophical reflection on all
three of these areas. In precise yet accessible language, Chomsky elaborates on the scientific study of language, sketching how
his own work has implications for the origins of language, the close relations that language bears to thought, its eventual biological
basis. He expounds and criticizes many alternative theories, such as those that emphasize the social, the communicative, and the
referential aspects of language. He also investigates the apparent scope and limits of human cognitive capacities. Moving from
language and mind to society and politics, Chomsky concludes with a philosophical defense of a position he describes as
"libertarian socialism," tracing its links to anarchism and the ideas of John Dewey, and even briefly to the ideas of Karl Marx and
John Stuart Mill. Demonstrating its conceptual growth out of our historical past, he also shows its urgent relation to our present
moment.
In his 1988 CBC Massey Lectures, Noam Chomsky inquires into the nature of the media in a political system where the population
cannot be disciplined by force and thus must be subjected to more subtle forms of ideological control. Specific cases are illustrated
in detail, using the U.S. media primarily but also media in other societies. Chomsky considers how the media might be
democratized (as part of the general problem of developing more democratic institutions) in order to offer citizens broader and
more meaningful participation in social and political life.
Presents a critical digest of Chomsky's linguistic theories and interprets their impact on other related fields
In a compelling new set of interviews, Noam Chomsky identifies the “dry kindling” of discontent around the world that could soon catch fire.
In wide-ranging discussions with David Barsamian, his longtime interlocutor, Noam Chomsky asks us to consider “the world we are leaving to
our grandchildren”: one imperiled by climate change and the growing potential for nuclear war. If the current system is incapable of dealing
with these threats, he argues, it’s up to us to radically change it. These twelve interviews examine the latest developments around the globe:
the rise of ISIS, the reach of state surveillance, growing anger over economic inequality, conflicts in the Middle East, and the presidency of
Donald Trump. In personal reflections on his Philadelphia childhood, Chomsky also describes his own intellectual journey and the
development of his uncompromising stance as America’s premier dissident intellectual.
Climate change: watershed or endgame? In this compelling new book, Noam Chomsky, the world’s leading public intellectual, and Robert
Pollin, a renowned progressive economist, map out the catastrophic consequences of unchecked climate change—and present a realistic
blueprint for change: the Green New Deal. Together, Chomsky and Pollin show how the forecasts for a hotter planet strain the imagination:
vast stretches of the Earth will become uninhabitable, plagued by extreme weather, drought, rising seas, and crop failure. Arguing against the
misplaced fear of economic disaster and unemployment arising from the transition to a green economy, they show how this bogus concern
encourages climate denialism. Humanity must stop burning fossil fuels within the next thirty years and do so in a way that improves living
standards and opportunities for working people. This is the goal of the Green New Deal and, as the authors make clear, it is entirely feasible.
Climate change is an emergency that cannot be ignored. This book shows how it can be overcome both politically and economically.
With urgency and clarity, Noam Chomsky speaks with the movement as it transitions from occupying tent camps to occupying the national
conscience
A single-volume compendium of seminal writings by a forefront philosopher and critic includes selections from such best-selling works as
Manufacturing Consent, Hegemony or Survival, and Failed States, in an anthology that explores such subjects as the media, human rights,
and intellectual freedom. 20,000 first printing.
From World War II until the 1980s, the United States reigned supreme as both the economic and the military leader of the world. The major
shifts in global politics that came about with the dismantling of the Eastern bloc have left the United States unchallenged as the preeminent
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military power, but American economic might has declined drastically in the face of competition, first from Germany and Japan ad more
recently from newly prosperous countries elsewhere. In Deterring Democracy, the impassioned dissident intellectual Noam Chomsky points
to the potentially catastrophic consequences of this new imbalance. Chomsky reveals a world in which the United States exploits its
advantage ruthlessly to enforce its national interests--and in the process destroys weaker nations. The new world order (in which the New
World give the orders) has arrived.
The Chomsky Reader brings together for the first time the political thought of American's leading dissident intellectual—“arguably the most
important intellectual alive” (The New York Times). At the center of practically every major debate over America's role in the world, one finds
Noam Chomsky's ideas—sometimes attacked, sometimes studiously ignored, but always a powerful presence. Drawing from his published
and unpublished work, The Chomsky Reader reveals the awesome range of this ever-critical mind—from global questions of war and peace to
the most intricate questions of human intelligence, IQ, and creativity. It reveals the underlying radical coherency of his view of the world—from
his enormously influential attacks on America's role in Vietnam to his perspective on Nicaragua and Central America today. Chomsky's
challenge to accepted wisdom about Israel and the Palestinians has caused a furor in America, as have his trenchant essays on the real
nature of terrorism in our age. No one has dissected more graphically the character of the Cold War consensus and the way it benefits the
two superpowers, or argued more thoughtfully for a shared elitist ethos in liberalism and communism. No one has exposed more logically
America's acclaimed freedoms as masking irresponsible power and unjustified privilege, or argued quite so insistently that the “free press” is
part of a stultifying conformity that pervades all aspects of American intellectual life. In a lengthy interview with the editor, Chomsky discussed
his thought in the context of his personal history.
This biography describes the intellectual and political milieus that helped shape Noam Chomsky, a pivotal figure in contemporary linguistics,
politics, cognitive psychology, and philosophy. It also presents an engaging political history of the last several decades, including such events
as the Spanish Civil War, the dropping of atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the march on the Pentagon to protest the Vietnam
War. The book highlights Chomsky's views on the uses and misuses of the university as an institution, his assessment of useful political
engagement, and his doubts about postmodernism. Because Chomsky is given ample space to articulate his views on many of the major
issues relating to his work, both linguistic and political, this book reads like the autobiography that Chomsky says he will never write. Barsky's
account reveals the remarkable consistency in Chomsky's interests and principles over the course of his life. The book contains well-placed
excerpts from Chomsky's published writings and unpublished correspondence, including the author's own years-long correspondence with
Chomsky. *Not for sale in Canada
In 9-11, published in November 2001 and arguably the single most influential post 9-11 book, internationally renowned thinker Noam
Chomsky bridged the information gap around the World Trade Center attacks, cutting through the tangle of political opportunism, expedient
patriotism, and general conformity that choked off American discourse in the months immediately following. Chomsky placed the attacks in
context, marshaling his deep and nuanced knowledge of American foreign policy to trace the history of American political aggression--in the
Middle East and throughout Latin America as well as in Indonesia, in Afghanistan, in India and Pakistan--at the same time warning against
America’s increasing reliance on military rhetoric and violence in its response to the attacks, and making the critical point that the
mainstream media and public intellectuals were failing to make: any escalation of violence as a response to violence will inevitably lead to
further, and bloodier, attacks on innocents in America and around the world. This new edition of 9-11, published on the tenth anniversary of
the attacks and featuring a new preface by Chomsky, reminds us that today, just as much as ten years ago, information and clarity remain
our most valuable tools in the struggle to prevent future violence against the innocent, both at home and abroad.

Barber shows that New Right theorists, such as Bork, and establishment liberals, such as Ronald Dworkin, are moral relativists
who cannot escape conclusions ("might makes right," for example) that could destroy constitutionalism in America. The best hope
for American freedoms, Barber argues, is to revive classical constitutionalism - and he explains how new movements in philosophy
today allow the Court's friends to do just that. Written in a lively and engaging style.
0
In Acts of Aggression three distinguished activist scholars examine the background and ramifications of the U.S. conflict with Iraq.
Through three separate essays, the pamphlet provides an in-depth analysis of U.S./Arab relations, the contradictions and
consequences of U.S. foreign policy toward "rogue states," and how hostile American actions abroad conflict with UN resolutions
and international law.
One of the foremost critics of U.S. foreign policy delivers his insight into the ways that popular activism has led to substantial gains
in freedom and justice around the world--and how those gains can be reached in the United States.
On Anarchism provides the reasoning behind Noam Chomsky's fearless lifelong questioning of the legitimacy of entrenched
power. In these essays, Chomsky redeems one of the most maligned ideologies, anarchism, and places it at the foundation of his
political thinking. Chomsky's anarchism is distinctly optimistic and egalitarian. Moreover, it is a living, evolving tradition that is
situated in a historical lineage; Chomsky's anarchism emphasizes the power of collective, rather than individualist, action. The
collection includes a revealing new introduction by journalist Nathan Schneider, who documented the Occupy movement for
Harper's and The Nation, and who places Chomsky's ideas in the contemporary political moment. On Anarchism will be essential
reading for a new generation of activists who are at the forefront of a resurgence of interest in anarchism—and for anyone who
struggles with what can be done to create a more just world.
Understanding PowerThe Indispensable ChomskyThe New Press
Examines the political role played by the media in shaping events, assesses the relationship between the media and the
corporations that control and finance them, and discusses the fine distinctions between news and propaganda.
Why is the Atlantic slowly filling with crude petroleum, threatening a millions-of-years-old ecological balance? Why did traders at
prominent banks take high-risk gambles with the money entrusted to them by hundreds of thousands of clients around the world,
expanding and leveraging their investments to the point that failure led to a global financial crisis that left millions of people jobless
and hundreds of cities economically devastated? Why would the world’s most powerful military spend ten years fighting an enemy
that presents no direct threat to secure resources for corporations? The culprit in all cases is neoliberal ideology—the belief in the
supremacy of "free" markets to drive and govern human affairs. And in the years since the initial publication of Noam Chomsky’s
Profit Over People: Neoliberalism and Global Order, the bitter vines of neoliberalism have only twisted themselves further into the
world economy, obliterating the public’s voice in public affairs and substituting the bottom line in place of people’s basic obligation
to care for one another as ends in themselves. In Profit Over People, Chomsky reveals the roots of the present crisis, tracing the
history of neoliberalism through an incisive analysis of free trade agreements of the 1990s, the World Trade Organization, and the
International Monetary Fund—and describes the movements of resistance to the increasing interference by the private sector in
global affairs. In the years since the initial publication of Profit Over People, the stakes have only risen. Now more than ever, Profit
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Over People is one of the key texts explaining how the crisis facing us operates—and how, through Chomsky’s analysis of
resistance, we may find an escape from the closing net.
In this book, Chomsky builds a larger understanding of our educational needs, starting with the changing role of schools today, yet
broadening our view toward new models of public education for citizenship.
From the world's foremost intellectual activist, an irrefutable analysis of America's pursuit of total domination and the catastrophic
consequences that are sure to follow The United States is in the process of staking out not just the globe but the last unarmed spot in our
neighborhood-the heavens-as a militarized sphere of influence. Our earth and its skies are, for the Bush administration, the final frontiers of
imperial control. In Hegemony or Survival , Noam Chomsky investigates how we came to this moment, what kind of peril we find ourselves in,
and why our rulers are willing to jeopardize the future of our species. With the striking logic that is his trademark, Chomsky dissects America's
quest for global supremacy, tracking the U.S. government's aggressive pursuit of policies intended to achieve "full spectrum dominance" at
any cost. He lays out vividly how the various strands of policy-the militarization of space, the ballistic-missile defense program, unilateralism,
the dismantling of international agreements, and the response to the Iraqi crisis-cohere in a drive for hegemony that ultimately threatens our
survival. In our era, he argues, empire is a recipe for an earthly wasteland. Lucid, rigorous, and thoroughly documented, Hegemony or
Survival promises to be Chomsky's most urgent and sweeping work in years, certain to spark widespread debate.
Exploring the key debates surrounding human nature, epistemology, the nature of social knowledge, foreign policy, the Propaganda Model,
the anarchist tradition and the revolutionary transformation of society, this book reveals and explains the structure and power of Chomsky's
work.
According to The New York Times, Noam Chomsky is “arguably the most important intellectual alive.” But he isn’t easy to read . . . or at
least he wasn’t until these books came along. Made up of intensively edited speeches and interviews, they offer something not found
anywhere else: pure Chomsky, with every dazzling idea and penetrating insight intact, delivered in clear, accessible, reader-friendly prose.
Published as four short books in the famous Real Story series—What Uncle Sam Really Wants; The Prosperous Few and the Restless Many;
Secrets, Lies and Democracy; and The Common Good—they’ve collectively sold almost 600,000 copies. And they continue to sell year after
year after year because Chomsky’s ideas become, if anything, more relevant as time goes by. For example, twenty years ago he pointed out
that “in 1970, about 90% of international capital was used for trade and long-term investment—more or less productive things—and 10% for
speculation. By 1990, those figures had reversed.” As we know, speculation continued to increase exponentially. We’re paying the price now
for not heeding him them.
An intellectual dissection of the modern media to show how an underlying economics of publishing warps the news.
Chomsky's seminal essay first published in the 1973 collection For Reasons Of State. Twenty years later "My thinking on these matters has
not changed in any essential respect."
An introduction to Noam Chomsky's views on the politics of power discusses third-party politics in the United States, the suppression of
dissent, U.S. foreign and domestic policy, and the role of the media.
Noam Chomsky’s backpocket classic on wartime propaganda and opinion control begins by asserting two models of democracy—one in
which the public actively participates, and one in which the public is manipulated and controlled. According to Chomsky, "propaganda is to
democracy as the bludgeon is to a totalitarian state," and the mass media is the primary vehicle for delivering propaganda in the United
States. From an examination of how Woodrow Wilson’s Creel Commission "succeeded, within six months, in turning a pacifist population into
a hysterical, war-mongering population," to Bush Sr.'s war on Iraq, Chomsky examines how the mass media and public relations industries
have been used as propaganda to generate public support for going to war. Chomsky further touches on how the modern public relations
industry has been influenced by Walter Lippmann’s theory of "spectator democracy," in which the public is seen as a "bewildered herd" that
needs to be directed, not empowered; and how the public relations industry in the United States focuses on "controlling the public mind," and
not on informing it. Media Control is an invaluable primer on the secret workings of disinformation in democratic societies.

In his new book, Noam Chomsky writes cogently about the threats to planetary survival that are of growing alarm today. The
prospect of human extinction emerged after World War II, the dawn of a new era scientists now term the Anthropocene. Chomsky
uniquely traces the duality of existential threats from nuclear weapons and from climate change--including how the concerns
emerged and evolved, and how the threats can interact with one another. The introduction and accompanying interviews place
these dual threats in a framework of unprecedented corporate global power which has overtaken nation states' ability to control the
future and preserve the planet. Chomsky argues for the urgency of international climate and arms agreements, showing how
global popular movements are mobilizing to force governments to meet this unprecedented challenge to civilization's survival.
The world's foremost critic of U.S. foreign policy exposes the hollow promises of democracy in American actions abroad—and at
home The United States has repeatedly asserted its right to intervene against "failed states" around the globe. In this much
anticipated sequel to his international bestseller Hegemony or Survival, Noam Chomsky turns the tables, charging the United
States with being a "failed state," and thus a danger to its own people and the world. "Failed states" Chomsky writes, are those
"that do not protect their citizens from violence and perhaps even destruction, that regard themselves as beyond the reach of
domestic or international law, and that suffer from a ‘democratic deficit,' having democratic forms but with limited substance."
Exploring recent U.S. foreign and domestic policies, Chomsky assesses Washington's escalation of the nuclear risk; the
dangerous consequences of the occupation of Iraq; and America's self-exemption from international law. He also examines an
American electoral system that frustrates genuine political alternatives, thus impeding any meaningful democracy. Forceful, lucid,
and meticulously documented, Failed States offers a comprehensive analysis of a global superpower that has long claimed the
right to reshape other nations while its own democratic institutions are in severe crisis, and its policies and practices have
recklessly placed the world on the brink of disaster. Systematically dismantling America's claim to being the world's arbiter of
democracy, Failed States is Chomsky's most focused—and urgent—critique to date.
A New York Times Bestseller The world’s leading intellectual offers a probing examination of the waning American Century, the
nature of U.S. policies post-9/11, and the perils of valuing power above democracy and human rights In an incisive, thorough
analysis of the current international situation, Noam Chomsky argues that the United States, through its military-first policies and
its unstinting devotion to maintaining a world-spanning empire, is both risking catastrophe and wrecking the global commons.
Drawing on a wide range of examples, from the expanding drone assassination program to the threat of nuclear warfare, as well
as the flashpoints of Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan, and Israel/Palestine, he offers unexpected and nuanced insights into the workings of
imperial power on our increasingly chaotic planet. In the process, Chomsky provides a brilliant anatomy of just how U.S. elites
have grown ever more insulated from any democratic constraints on their power. While the broader population is lulled into
apathy—diverted to consumerism or hatred of the vulnerable—the corporations and the rich have increasingly been allowed to do as
they please. Fierce, unsparing, and meticulously documented, Who Rules the World? delivers the indispensable understanding of
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the central conflicts and dangers of our time that we have come to expect from Chomsky.
Noam Chomsky is among the most influential contemporary thinkers. Peter Wilkin looks in particular at the philosophical basis of
his social and political thought, especially his ideal about power, knowledge and human nature. He shows how Chomsky's ideas
can help to defend naturalism as in social and political thought. Chomsky's critical writings of social inquiry and his normative ideas
on libertarian socialism and human emancipation are interpreted as synthesising a number of important ideas and approaches at a
time when these ideas have fallen out of favour.
We all know what Noam Chomsky is against. His scathing analysis of everything that's wrong with our society reaches more and
more people every day. His brilliant critiques of - among other things - capitalism, imperialism, domestic repression, and
government propaganda, have become mini-publishing industries unto themselves. But, in this flood of publishing and
republishing, very little ever gets said about what exactly Chomsky stands for, his own personal politics, his vision of the future.
Not, that is, until Chomsky on Anarchism, a groundbreaking new book that shows a different side of this best-selling author; the
anarchist principles that have guided him since he was a teenager. This collection of Chomsky's essays and interviews includes
numerous pieces that have never been published before, as well as rare material that first saw the light of day in hard-to-find
pamphlets and anarchist periodicals. Taken together, they paint a fresh picture of Chomsky, showing his life-long involvement with
the anarchist community, his constant commitment to nonhierarchical models of political organization, and his hopes for a future
world without rulers. For anyone who's been touched by Chomsky's trenchant analysis of our current situation, as well as anyone
looking for an intelligent and coherent discussion of anarchism itself, Chomsky on Anarchism will be one of this season's most
exciting, and surprising, reads.
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